A NEW DAWN OF LEGAL SERVICE DELIVERY
Lexis® Omni - the new software platform from LexisNexis offering genuine choice to those in the legal
sector who demand more power, control, flexibility, and profitability from their technology.
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Law firms want to enhance their
client’s experience, manage costs
effectively, increase productivity
and drive profit
Client expectations are more demanding than ever and competition for
work is fuelled in the B2B space, this results in firms having to provide
high levels of service on tighter margins. It is no longer enough to simply
have technology, it must be the right solution aligned to the right
requirements, meeting the business aspiration.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Too many disparate systems scattered
around your organisation, too much
manual processing and administration
increasing cost of services and burden on
busy lawyers. IT systems which dictate
how you work, rather than supporting
how you want to work, it’s time for
something better.

Manage your cases from end-to-end,
reviewing its status, key tasks, work
allocation, risks, profitability, and case
documentation from a single perspective.
See key insights for your legal work and
your team, such as billable / unbilled
hours. What’s more – with flexible
interfaces, users can work in a way that
suits them.

Empower Partners to view daily
workloads and manage work allocation
immediately, enable Managing Partners
to make faster and smarter decisions
from one source of truth, and take
advantage of seamless collaboration and
communication on projects and cases
within your teams.

Lexis® Omni and Lexis® EveryFile
Lexis® Omni provides the tools required by today’s lawyer to deliver
service excellence and combines the proven Lexis® Core engine with
Microsoft technology to deliver workflow, document production,
automation and legal process management via Microsoft Azure in a
flexible legal technology platform.
FLEXIBILITY AT THE CORE

THE BEST TOOLS FOR A BESTIN-CLASS EXPERIENCE

WORK WITH YOUR FAVOURITE
MICROSOFT SOFTWARE

Lexis® Omni is designed for industry leading
lawyers who need the flexibility to do what
they do best, deliver the best legal advice,
whilst working at the highest levels of
efficiency and profitability without
compromising client experience.

Our solution empowers the user to work
and collaborate with clients and
colleagues via the tools and interfaces
they trust, increasing efficiency and
improving experience.

Lexis® Omni allows you to decide how and
where you operate. It delivers powerful
functionality to your desktop, your mobile
device and the web via Microsoft Teams, or
any of the MS365 technology stack, via
your trusted MS Azure environment.

Lexis® Omni and Lexis® EveryFile deployed in Microsoft
Azure
LexisNexis Enterprise Solutions has long been proven as a market leader in providing the best tools to lawyers to improve their operational
effectiveness. Lexis® Omni takes this to the next level by unlocking the power of its solutions via the unrivalled capabilities of Microsoft. Consume
what you want, how you want, via your chosen Microsoft solutions, bringing two global giants together for the benefit of legal.

COLLABORATION HAS NEVER
BEEN MORE IMPORTANT

TODAY’S LAWYER HAS MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS FOR MANY
DIFFERENT JOBS

HOW YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS
ENGAGE WITH EACH OTHER
SHOULD BE YOURS AND THEIR
CHOICE

Empower clients to contribute directly to the
case file, work with colleagues on
documents, share real-time data, and
manage key dates and actions seamlessly
across multiple team members, via Microsoft
Teams or the proven MS365 apps you trust.

Lexis® Omni joins the dots. Choice is critical
to ensure you are working with best-in-class
solutions. With out-of-the-box integrations, a
class-leading platform and flexible tools, your
business can decide which systems to use.

Lexis® Omni gives you the power to work
from anywhere, on any device at the time
that suits you. You pick the location, the
device and the method to suit the best
experience and offer the best service.

To discuss how you can improve
profitability, efficiency, experience
and agility - contact us
Call for more information: +44 (0)113 226 2065
Ask a question via email: salesinfo@lexisnexis.co.uk
Learn more: www.lexisomni.com

